The discussion to follow first characterizes the performance and practical limits of this method ire terms of the maximum signalto-noise ratios achievable for a given detection frequency bandwidth. A demonstration of the technique is then described in which fluorescence and hot-wire signals from a seeded, Mach-3 channel flow of N2 are compared.
Measurement Technique
The experimental arrangement for this technique is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The central axes of the flow, the laser beam, and the detector optics all intersect at the optical focal points. The dimension of the sampling volume is determined by the diffractionlimited or aberration-limited diameter of the focused laser beam and by the axial length of the focal region viewed by 'the detector through an aperture slit. In our experiments, the beam had a transverse Gaussian profile with a width at half-height of 0.1 mm.
It Was viewed over an axial length of 1 mm.
The parameters pertinent to this technique are identified by the relation:
where P f (t) is the time-dependent fluorescence radiative power (watts) received by the detector; P L is the incident laser beam power entering the sampling volume; n is the Alection efficiency of the detector optics; o f is the fraction of absorbed power that is radiated as fluorescence; a is the molecular cross section for radiative absorption; Na (t) is the time-dependent number density of absorbing molecules in the sampling volume; and L is the absorption path length observed. In a uniformly mixed gas, Na (t) -XaN(t), where X is the mole fraction of absorbing molecules and N(t) is the time-dependent number density of the mixture -the quantity to be measured. When the radiative power absorbed in the sampling volume is sufficiently small compared to PL , Eq. (1) can be approximated by a relation linear in N; namely,
where K -Xan faALPL (3) is a constant to be fixed and maximised by the experimental arrangement. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the factors contributing to K and the practical limits determining its maximum value.
The nonadjustable factors in K that decide the feasibility of the technique are determined by the properties of the seed gas, biacetyl. Biacetyl is unique as a fluorescent seed gas because it combines the advantages of a relatively high vapor pressure, an absorption cross section of usable magnitude at wavelengths accessible with high-power, continuous-wave lasers, and a nontoxic nature.
The low toxicity of biacetyl presents no significant hazard but biacetyl liquid is combustible when exposed to an open flame.2
However, no information has been found that defines the combustion mixture limits for biacetyl vapor mixed with air. Thus, although the possibility exists that biacetyl vapor can be used at low concentrations in air without a combustion hazard, we have used it only in N2 flows.
The properties of biacetyl that determine the molecular parameter, Xan fa, in Eq. (3) The apparatus described provides a value of K within a factor of 2 to 3 of the practical maximum value achievable (we believe) without exceptional improvements in laser power. In the section to follow, we shall show that the measurement uncertainty or amplitude resolution depends on the square root of K so that a much greater improvement would be necessary to significantly enhance the measurement capability beyond that described here.
Capabilities and Limitations
The Signal-to-noise measurements were made using the flow channel as a nonflowing vesb •.. filled with biacetyl vapor to pressures up to 20 Torr. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3 . In some cases, air was added as a background gas to pressures of 520 Torr to tent the effects of oxygen quenching and to inhibit the diffusion of .Iluoreacnnt gas out of the laser focal volume; however, no significant effect on SIN was found. Bandwidth was limited by a 6 dB/octave tunable low-pass filter in the recording electronics. The laser was operated at powers up to 1.5 W. The solid line in Fig. 3 was placed by fitting a line with slope 0.5 to the of -100 kHz data, thereby verifying the relation of SIN to KN predicted by Eq. (4) and, hence, the apparent nature of the noise. The dashed lines for other bandwidths were then computed using the Af -100 kHz data as a reference.
The maximum values SIN shoum for each Af in Fig. 3 are limited by the value of K and represent the limits of our experimental arrangement. With flow, N will be reduced in proportion to the density expansion ratio from the reservoir, thus .reducing SIN accordingly. From Fig. 3 , one can expect SIN -300 to be achievable using narrow-band detection at a band pass less than 1 kHz. This implies an amplitude resolution, (S/N) -I , of 0.3%.
Broadband detection at 100 kHz degrades the signal quality to S/M *0 25, giving an implied signal uncertainty of 4%. Although significant improvements are thought only to be possible through large increases in incident laser power, these results appear to be within the useful range for turbulent flow research.
Application in a Supersonic Flow
As an initial demonstration of the laser-fluorescence technique, we have used it to measr:re the density fluctuations in s. 
